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MATH 342 - Mathematics for Elementary School Teachers 
 
 
Concepts addressed: 
Mathematics: Informal Geometry and Measurement  
 
 
Standard Units of Measurement:  
There are two systems of measurement: the English system and the Metric system.  
Units of length in the English system: 
 

1 foot 12 inches 
1 yard 3 feet 
1 mile 1760 yards 

 
 Units of length in the metric system  

Unit Symbol Relationship to base unit 
1 meter m 100 centimeters 

1 kilometer km 1000 meters 
1 centimeter cm .01 m 
1 millimeter mm .001 m 

 
Note: One inch is approximately equal to 2.54 centimeters.  
 
Units of area  
1 square foot (ft2) = 144 square inches (in2)  
1 acre = 4840 square yards  
1 square yard (yd 2) = 9 square feet  
1 square mile = 640 acres  
 

Capacity Weight 
Unit Equivalent Unit Equivalent 

1 pint 2 cups 1 pound (lb) 16 oz 
1 quart 2 pints 1 ton 2000 pounds 
1 gallon 4 quarts   
1 liter 1000 cubic cm 1 kilogram 1000 grams 

  1 ton  1000 kilograms 
  1 milligram 0.001 gram (g) 

 
 
Note: 1 ounce = 28.29 gm  
1 mile = 1.609 km  
1 kg = 2.33 lbs  
 
Coordinate graphing:  
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Two perpendicular lines intersecting at a point 0, called the origin, can be used to represent the 
position of a point in the plane. The horizontal line is called the x-axis, and the vertical line is called 
the y-axis. The position of a point is given by an ordered pair (a, b).  
 
Perimeter of a polygon:  
The perimeter, P, of a polygon is the sum of the lengths of each side of the polygon.  
Circumference of a circle of radius r = 27rr  
Formulas for the areas of some geometric figures:  
Area of a triangle = ½ (base)(height)   
Area of a rectangle = (base)(height)  
Area of a parallelogram = (base)(height)  
Area of a trapezoid = (a + b )h/2, where a and b are the lengths of the two bases of the trapezoid and 
h is its height.  
 
Area of a circle of radius r = πr2  
 
Area of a regular polygon = ½ aP, where a is the apothem and P is the perimeter of the regular 
polygon.  
 
To find the area of a regular octagon: It can be divided into 8 congruent triangles. The apothem a is 
the height of one of the triangles.  
 
Surface area and volumes of solids:  
 
Surface area of a rectangular prism (box) = 2(1w + lh + hw), where l = length, w = width, h = height 
of the prism.  
Its volume = lwh  
 
Surface area of a cylinder of radius r and height h = 2πrh + 2πr2  
Its volume = πr2 h  
 
Surface area of a regular pyramid = B + ½ (Ph), where B = area of the base, P = perimeter of the base, 
h = height of the pyramid.   
Its volume = 1/3 Bh 
 
Surface area of a circular cone = πr2 + πrl , where r is the radius of the base and I is the slant height 
of the cone.  
Its volume = 1/3 πr2 h  
 
Surface area of a sphere = 4πr2  
Its volume = 4/3 πr3  
 
Pythagorean theorem:  
In a right triangle, the square of the length of the hypotenuse ( c )equals the sum of the squares of the 
length of the legs (a and b) i.e. c2 = a2 +b2  
Let the base of a 27-inch TV be 21 inches. Find its height.  
Here c = 27, a = 21. Find b.  
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Angles:  
An angle is a union of two rays with a common endpoint. The two rays are called the sides of the 
angle and the common endpoint is called the vertex of the angle. An angle is measured commonly 
measured in degrees or radians. A complete revolution has a measure of 360 degrees (3600) or 2π 
radians. So 2π = 3600   
1 degree = π/180 radian 
1 radian = 180/π degrees (approximately 57.296 degrees).  
 
Supplementary angles are angles sum of whose measures is 180 degrees.  
 
Complementary angles are angles sum of whose measures is 90 degrees.  
 
 
Temperature:  
The base unit of temperature for the metric system if Kelvin, which is used only for scientific 
measurements. The most commonly used measures are Celsius and Fahrenheit. Zero degree Celsius 
(32 degree Fahrenheit) is the freezing point of water, and 100 degree Celsius (212 degree Fahrenheit) 
is the boiling point of water. The relationship between the two is given by  
 F = 9/5 C +32 or C=5/9 (F -32).  
 
Average rate of change r:  
Average rate of change r = distance/time = d/t  
   
This rate is also known as average speed.  
 
Rate of work:  
Suppose Amy takes 4 hours to finish a job and Tom take 6 hours to finish the same job. How long 
will Amy and Tom, working together, take to finish the job?  
 
Suppose both take x hours to finish the job. Amy can finish ¼ of the job in one hour, Tom 1/6 of the 
job and both 1/6 of the job. Then  
  
¼  + 1/6 = 1/x   i.e. 5/12  = 1/x  i.e. x = 2.4 hours.  


